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of our speeches. And we believed wholeheartedly in
all we said: seen from the outer circumference of
politics the most sweeping reforms seem child's play.
Nor from us, at anyrate,  did the electors hear
promises of an ever-increasing largesse from the
public purse;   dole Socialism had not infected us.
But for all that, most of those, in any Party, who
practise the arts of democracy before public audiences,
will promise more than they are likely to be able to
perform. It is hard facts which separate the possible
from the desirable, and from the circumference a
great many of the hard facts are undiscernible. A
number of the speeches I listened to in those days
consisted almost entirely of emotion.  There is no
harm in emotion on the platform, provided it is
genuine emotion; but is is extraordinarily difficult
to tell whether platform emotion is genuine or not.
On his feet a speaker may feel with complete sincerity
emotions which begin to seep out of him as soon as
he sits down. And there are many shades of sincerity.
I have known politicians who felt genuine emotion,
but felt it self-consciously and encouraged them-
selves to feel it. One stolid trade-unionist Member
of Parliament told me how he had come to the first
meeting he addressed in his constituency straight
from the sick bed of a child of a local slum. On the
platform he had begun to describe the scene and had
suddenly broken down. "That was very lucky for
me," he added. a It won me the seat," Many of our
speeches   were  strongly   religious   in   tone   and
phraseology. Now and again a local worthy would
even address the audience as "my brothers," I met
a parson only the other day, an old member of my

